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tion, that was also present in the
curves supplied by Polk.

The close-miked response of one of
the 6/z-inch drivers was surprising for
its bass extension. The output was
within +1.5 dn from 60 to 350 Hz,
becoming more ragged at higher fre-
quencies where the cone's dimensions
were comparable to the wavelength of
the sound (this effect is a property of
the close-miked measurement tech-
nique and not intrinsic to the speaker's
response). The bass dropped steeply
to a null at3l uz.

The responses measured at the two
passive radiators (which Polk calls
"fluid-coupled'sub.bass radiators,"
the fluid being air) were roughly simi-
lar, with a maximum output at.67 Hz
sloping down to -3 dB at about 25 sz.
The front radiator had about 5 ds more
output than the rear radiator.

When the passive-cone outputs
were combined with the driven-cone
outputs (after correcting for the num-
ber of drivers in each category and
their different'sizes), the bass re-

minimum of 6 ohms between 5,000 and
10,000 sz. The maximum impedance
was 29 ohms at 59nz, and over much
of the audio range it was 8 ohms or
higher. The effective crossover from
the driven woofers to the passive radi-
ators was at about 55 Hz. Judging from
the impedance curve, the crossover
from the bass/midrange drivers to the
tweeter was at about 1,500 Hz.

Sensitivity was a little higher than
rated, with a 93-ds sound-pressure
level (spt ) measured at I meterwith an
input of 2.83 volts of pink noise. We
measured the bass distortion at an
input level of2 volts, corresponding to
a 90-ds spI- in the sensitivitv measure-
ment. The distortion of ihe driven
cones was between 0.6 and 1.6 percent
from 45 to 1,500 uz. The front passive
radiator's distortion was about I per-
cent from 100 to 75 r-rz, dropping to 0.4
percent at 57 Hz and rising smoothly to
2 percent at 20 nz. The rear passive
radiator had a distortion level oi0.5 to
4 percent within its operating range of
60 to 20 uz.

handle considerable power input, and
we were not disappointed in the re-
sults of '.our single-cycle tone-burst
tests. At 100 uz the cones rattled at 565
watts into the 8.4-ohm impedance. At
1,000 and 10,000 uz, the speaker ab-
sorped the full output of our amplifier,
which clipped at respective outputs of
690and l ,100watts .

Comments
The Polk RTA l5TL was one of the

relatively few speakers we have tested
that sounded pretty much the way its
measured response suggested. It was
not only one of the smoothest-sound-
ing speakers we have heard, but it had
remarkable low-bass extension.

'In fact, the deep-bass output ofthis
system seemingly belied the four di-
minutive drivers that basically gener-
ate it. The effect seems more reason-
able, however, when you consider
that the total radiating area of the four
woofers is roughly equivalent'to that
of a l2-inch cone and that the two
passive cones are equivalent to a sin-
gle cone somewhat greater than 12
inches in diameter. But in spite of their
bass capability, the four diivers have
individual frequency responses ex-
tending to several kilohertz, safely
above the crossover point to the dome
tweeter. In contrast, an equivalent sin-
gle l2-inch woofer would be limited to
frequencies under 1,000 Hz.

Probably more important than the
extended frequency response r and
smoothness of the RTA l5TL is the
spaciousness of its sound. While it
could not achieve the effect of a full
SDA system, the RTA 15TL imparted
a sense ofdepth and spaciousneis that
made its rather visible bulk seem to
disappear (acoustically, at any rate). It
was an exceptionally easy speaker to
listen to; as we discovered from our
first exposure to it.

Compared with the larger Polk SDA
systems, the position of the tweeter of
the RTA l5TL is relarively low (27
inches). This suggests that a low seat-
ed position would be desirable when
listening to it, but we did not find its
sound quality to be affected signifi-
cantly by the listener's position.

All in all, the Polk RTA l5TL is an
exceptional speaker at a very reason-
able price. It seems to do everything
that Polk set out to achieve, and do it
very well indeed.
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sponse was within r- 3 ds from 20 to I rne dispersion of the dome tweeter
450 nz. This curve overlapped with I wasabouraverage.Theresponsemea-
the room curve for about three oc- | sured 45 degreis off-axii diverged
taves, and the resulting_ composite I from the on-axis response above 4,000
curve was within + 1.5, - 5 ds from 20 | uz, reaching - 6 ds at 10,000 uz and
to 20,000 uz (and -3 ds at 27 Hz, | -tZdsat t6.0O0Hz.
exactly as rated). I Because ofits numerous drivers. we

The system's impedance reached its I expected the RTA l5TL to be able to


